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EARNING CONTRACT 

(1) For awarding of parking contracts the following is correct, 

 

(I) Board has authorised Zonal Railway to frame their own policy with 

concurrence of FA&CAO and approval of General Manager.  

(II) Board has authorised DRM’s to frame Division’s policy with 

concurrence of association finance duly taking into account their own 

local constraints/ condition. 

(III) Board has issued standard Bid document for each category of station 

separately. 

(IV) Board has authorised NFR directorate to handle parking contracts at 

A-1 category station and for other stations Zonal Railway will decide. 

 

(2) As per Board’s guideline parking contracts will be awarded thorough, 

 

(I) Single packet open tender system for a period upto 3 years. 

(II) Two packet open tender system for a period upto 5 years. 

(III) Single packet open tender system for a period upto 5 years. 

(IV) Two packet open tender system for a period upto 5 years.   

 

(3) As per Board’s guideline, successful bidder in a parking contact will have 

to pay, 

 

(I) Security deposit. 

(II) Performance guarantee. 

(III) Both (I) & (II) 

(IV) Any one as mentioned in the tender document. 

 

(4) Before inviting tenders parking rate including premium parking rates for 

Auto/Taxi/Cars/Cycle/Scooters & other passenger carrying vehicles should 

be fixed by,  

 



(I) Sr. DCM with concurrence of divisional finance with approval of 

DRM. 

(II) Sr. DCM with concurrence of divisional finance with approval of 

PCCM. 

(III) DRM with concurrence of divisional finance with approval of 

PCCM. 

(IV) Parking rate fixation not necessary as reserve price for the whole 

parking escalated. 

 

(5) The policy on Pay & use toilets may be finalised by the zonal Railway, 

 

(I) On recommendation of DRM with finance concurrence and approval of 

PCCM. 

(II) On recommendation of PCCM with concurrence of FA&CAO and 

approval of GM. 

(III) On the basis of SBD issued by Board. 

(IV) Any one of the above, in case to case basis. 
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CLASIFICATION OF STATIONS 

(1) In new scheme of station categorization,  some stations may get higher 

level of passenger amenities leading to better passenger satisfaction 

because of, 

 

(i) Earning  

(ii) Criteria of outward passengers handled. 

(iii) Strategic importance. 

(iv) All of the above. 



 

(2) Under the new scheme of station categorisation stations have been 

segregated based on type and clubbed as under: 

 

(I) Non-suburban, suburban. 

(II) Non-suburban, suburban, Halt. 

(III) Non-suburban, suburban, Halt, flag. 

(IV) Non-suburban, suburban, Halt, flag, junction. 

 

(3) To categorise a station as NSG-4 (Category) if it is  place of tourist 

importance and/or is an important junction, the power lies with, 

 

(I) Railway Board. 

(II) General Manager. 

(III) DRM. 

(IV) PCCM. 

 

(4) The following amenity will be provided at all the non sub urban stations 

irrespective of their category, 

 

(I) High level platform. 

(II) Foot over bridge. 

(III) Public address system. 

(IV) All of the above 

 

(5) As per originating passenger earning & number of passengers for the year 

2017-18, the following information pertains to ECR correct, 

 

(I) ECR has one NSG-1 & six NSG-2category stations. 

(II) ECR has two NSG-1 & six NSG-2category stations. 

(III) ECR has three NSG-1 & six NSG-2category stations. 

(IV) None of the above 

 

 



(6) All the NSG-1 stations have, 

 

(I) Rs. 500 crore annual earning. 

(II) Handles 2 crore passengers. 

(III) Both (I) & (II) 

(IV) Either (I) or (II) 
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PUBLIC GRIEVANCE 

 

(1)  Public grievance Redressal officer at Divisional level is, 

 

(I) Sr. DCM. 

(II) ADRM. 

(III)  DRM. 

(IV) Any other commercial officer as nominated by DRM. 

 

(2) The complaint management system (COMS) portal consists of the 

following applications, 

 

(I) A mobile app based complaints and suggestion application (currently 

on android platform). 

(II) A web based complaints and suggestion application on URL. 

(III) A SMS based complaint & suggestion application No9717630982. 

(IV) All of the above.  

(3) For faster redressal of complaints at station and in trains, the newer version of 

COMS-II has introduced the concept of, 

 

(i) SLA 

(ii) Third party feedback 

(iii) Spreadsheet  

(iv) None of the above 

 

(4) All online/ offline mode of complaints would integrate into a single 

platform to enable us centralised monitoring.  There is plan that all 

complaints will be fed in 

 



(I) RPGRAM. 

(II) COMS. 

(III) CPGRAM. 

(IV) All of the above. 

 

(5) The complaint received through the following is online mode 

 

(I) COMS. 

(II) Twitter. 

(III) CPGRAM. 

(IV) All of the above. 

 

(6) Escalation matrix for complaints related to mobile ticketing, (officer/staff  to 

whom SMS alerts would be sent) will be as follows 

 

(I) IRCTC.  →→→→ CCM/PS. →→→→ GGM/IRCTC. 

(II) Commercial controller. →→→→ Sr. DCM. →→→→ ADRM. 

(III) CRIS.    →→→→ CCM/PS. 

(IV) CRIS.  →→→→ DRM.  →→→→ PCCM. 

 

(7) Proposed complaint management system version2 is expected to be more 

effective as it has the following feature:, 

 

(I) 2- level Escalation Matrix. 

(II) OTP based complaint registration. 

(III) There is scope for suggestion. 

(IV) All of the above.  

 

(8) For complaints related to malfunctioning of AC in train, the escalation 

matrix (i.e. officers/staff to whom complaint SMS alert will be forwarded) 

will be as under: 

 

(I) Commercial control.  →→→→ Electric control.  →→→→ Sr. DEN. 

(II) Commercial control.  →→→→ Electric control.  →→→→ ADRM. 



(III) Electric control.   →→→→ Sr. DEE.   →→→→ ADRM. 

(IV) Commercial control } →→→→ Sr. DCM. }  →→→→ ADRM. 

Electric control                        Sr. DEE. 
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HALT 

(1) In the following case a halt station can be opened under general 

Manager’s powers without referring the case to ministry of Railways for 

approval when? 

 

(I) There is financial justification for opening a halt station and the site of 

the proposed halt is at least 5 KM from 5th /halt on either side being 

also feasible from operating & engineering points of view? 

(II) There is justification for opening the halt on grounds of volume of 

passenger traffic. 

(III) Only (I) is true. 

(IV) Both (I) & (II) are true. 

 

(2) Railways while processing  the feasibility of opening halt and taking 

account the financial implications, the cost of the stoppage of trains should 

not be worked out under the following condition, 

 

(I) If there is a demand from local public. 

(II) It the location of proposed halt is a block hut. 

(III) If the trains are already stopping in the block hut. 

(IV) All of the above. 

 

(3) While preparing justification for opening a halt station, Zonal Railways will 

examine, 

 

(I) Financial aspect. 

(II) Passenger amenity aspect. 

(III) Both (I) & (II) above. 

(IV) Any one out of (I) & (II) 

 

(4) A selection committee of Sr. scale officers of the following department 

shall securitize eligibility of the offers received for appointment of halt 

contractor, 

 



(I) Operating, commercial, legal 

(II) Operating, commercial, finance. 

(III) Commercial, finance, engineering. 

(IV) Any of (I), (II) & (III). 

 

 

(5) The following is not true in case for closure of a halt station? 

 

(I) Halt will be closed where average number of passenger is less than 

50 per day on branch lines. 

(II) State Governments need not be consulted unless opening of such a 

halt was in consultation with them or at their instance. 

(III) N0 need to obtain views of ZRUCC/DRUCC before closure of halts 

here average number of passenger is less than 50 per day an main 

line. 

(IV) Unremunerative halts if not justified on passenger amenity grounds 

should be closed by Railway administration. 

 

 

(6) Previously there was no provision for extension of halt contracts. Later on 

in the year 2005 Board revised the policy which allowed extension as 

appended below, 

 

(I) After the expiry of the initial contract period of five years, halt 

contractors may be given an extension another five years. 

(II) The extension should be in spells of two and a half years at a time 

subject to the halt contractor’s satisfactory working. 

(III) Only (I) is true 

(IV) (I) & (II) are true. 

 

(7) The total period of halt contractors, who also maintain the infrastructure of 

the station at their own cost (including provision of water, electricity etc.) 

may be, 

 



(I) 10 years. (II) 15 years (III) 20 years (IV) 25 years.    
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COOLIE 

 

(1) Transfer of badge of deceased/medically unfit licensed porter is permitted 

in favour of, 

 

(I)   Son / adopted son/ Daughter/ adopted daughter. 

(II)   Brother/brother’s son or wife’s brother. 

(III)   Only (I) is correct. 

(IV)    (I) & (II) are correct. 

 

(2) Registered and authorised licensed porter working at Railway station will, 

 

(I) get one set of pass for self only in II/SL class in a calendar year. 

(II) get two sets of pass for self and wife. 

(III) get one set of pass for self & family members including dependents 

(in terms of pass rules). 

(IV)  get two sets of pass self only.  

 

(3) The following is the competent authority with regard to recruitment of 

licensed porters? 

 

(I) Sr. DCM 

(II) DRM 

(III) SM/Gazetted. 

(IV) None of the above. 

 

(4) A licensed porter’s badge may be transferred to his son or to his near 

relative and such transfer of badge may take place, 

 

(I) at the station itself where SM (Gaz.), Area officer is posted. 



(II) With the approval of any gazetted officer from commercial department of 

the division. 

(III) Only (II) is correct. 

(IV) (I) & (II) both correct. 

 

(5) At the time of badge transfer following affidavit is mandatory, 

 

(I) Affidavit indicating that applicant is the sole earning member of his family 

thus proving their dependence on him and that the transferee is nearest 

relative. 

(II) Affidavit indicating that transferee will bear the expenses of the applicant 

post retirement or of the widow of the deceased licensed porter. 

(III) (I) & (II) both are correct. 

(IV) Only (I) is correct. 
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DRUCC/ERUCC/NRUCC 

(1) DRUCC represents the local users in the territories served by the railway 

and consider matters not relating to, 

 

(I) Proposals regarding opening of new station. 

(II) Arrangements regarding time tables. 

(III) Questions relating to staff, discipline and appointments. 

(IV) Improvement of services and facilities provided by railways. 

 

(2) Maximum number of members to be appointed by GM in DRUCC is, 



 

(I) Six. (II) Nine.   (III) Eight.   (IV) Ten. 

 

(3) Chairman  of DRUCC is, 

 

(I) DRM. (II) ADRM.  (III) Sr. DCM. (IV) None of these. 

 

(4) Secretary of DRUCC will never be, 

 

(I) Sr. DCM.  (II) Sr. DOM. (III) either (I) or (II). (IV) Sr.DEN 

(coordination). 

 

(5) No. of MPs in ZRUCC in generally, 

 

(I) 4.  (II) 3.  (III) 5.  (IV) 6. 

 

(6) Chairman of ZRUCC is, 

 

(I) GM. (II) PCCM.   (III) Secretary to GM. (IV) AGM. 

 

(7) Secretary of ZRUCC is, 

 

(I) GM. (II) PCCM.   (III) Secretary to GM or other officer 

nominated by GM. 

(IV) AGM. 

 

(8) Who presides at the meeting of NRUCC, 

 

(I) The Minister for railways. 

(II) Chairman railway Board. 

(III) Member traffic. 

(IV) Member Engineering. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

(9) Secretary of NRUCC is 

 

(I) Director Traffic Commercial (General) II. 

(II) Executive Director Traffic. 

(III) Member traffic. 

(IV) Additional member (Traffic). 

 

(10) DRUCC will ordinarily meet 

 

(I) Once in a year. 

(II) Once a quarter but not less than 3 times a year. 

(III) As per requirement. 

(IV) Twice a year. 

 

(11) ZRUCC will ordinarily meet 

 

(I)    3 times in a year. 

(II)    2 times in a year. 

(III)    As advised by GM. 

(IV)    As advise by Minister of Railway. 

 

(12) The tenure of DRUCC, ZRUCC, NRUCC  

 

(I) will generally commence in January, April, July, and full term of 2 

years from these months unless otherwise specified. 

(II) will generally commence in  July is December and full term of 3 

years from these months unless otherwise specified. 

(III) will generally commence in September and run full term of 5 years. 

(IV) will generally commence in March end and run full term of 3 years. 
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NFR 

 

(1) Under Policy of out of home Advertising issued by CC No. 4/2017 on 10.01.2017, 

the following was appointed as consultant in the bid Process Management.  

 
(i) RAILTEL    

(ii) NFR Directorate 

(iii) Any of the Zonal Railways as may be appointed.   

(iv) M/s RITES/PMNEA 

 

 

(2) Which policy was issued by NFR directorate to detail the various conditions to 

monetise entertainment based services on trains and stations.  

 
(i) Advertisement through Mobile asset.  

(ii) Unsolicited NFR proposals.  

(iii) Content on demand. 

(iv) None of the above. 

 

 

(3) In RDN project, the following is correct:- 



 

(i) Information related to arrivals, departure, running station of trains and other 

relevant information like PF no, coach guidance, RAC confirmation will be 

made available.  

(ii) Information pertaining to passenger comfort, amenities and passenger safety 

messages will be made available.  

(iii) Disaster relief updates in case of emergency. 

(iv) All of the above.  

 

 

(4) Which NFR policy will integrate the existing rail passenger associated information 

at Railways stations across India.  
 

(i) RDN 

(ii) Content of Demand 

(iii) Mobile assets.  

(iv) None of the above.  

 

 

(5) Revenue received from pay & use toilet in the following location will be included 

under NFR. 

 
(i) Circulating area 

(ii) Approach road 

(iii) L. C. Gate 

(iv) All of the above.  

 

 

 

 

(6) Recent paradigm shift in Board’s policy towards proliferation of ATMs over 

Indian Railways premise is as follows:  

 
(i) The existing policy of charging the rent at the rate of 6% of the market value and 

 increasing it at the rate of 7% is discontinued herewith. 

(ii) Tenders/quotation may be invited without any reserve price 

(iii) Only (i) is correct 

(iv)  Both (I) &  (ii) are correct   
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TICKET CHECKING 

(1) To avoid malpractice  about issue and use of tickets Board has introduced  

(i) Fortress check 

(ii) Cross country check 

(iii) ICP scheme       



  (iv)     Ambush check 

      (2) Mendicants travelling without tickets and have no money should be 

 (i) sent up for trail under section 137  (ii) sent up for trail under section 138 

 (iii) sent up for trail under section 144 (iv) None of the above 

 
      (3)  Monetary ceiling (maximum amount of private cash) for mobile ticket checking   staff is       

(i) Rs. 500/-            (ii) Rs. 750/-          (iii) Rs. 1500/-            (iv)   Rs. 2000/- 

 

(4) To reduce the complaints regarding unauthorized entry in reserved coaches, 
ticket checking Staff to ensure strict implementation & enforcement of the following section 

of IR Act 1989  
 

(i) Section 155      (ii) Section 137      (ii) Section 138        (iv) Section 144  

 

(5) Ticket checking is an executive function for which  

 

(i) Program of surprise checks should be drawn by Railway administration & Assistance 

of Railway Magistrate should be taken only for trial of the cases. 

(ii) Program surprise checks to be made by Magistrate only. 

(iii) Both I & ii are correct 

(iv) Only i is correct 

  

(6) In regard to declaration of private cash by the TTEs in Rajdhani Express using HHT, the 

following is not correct.  

 

(i) TTE will declare his private cash in the TTE lobby application. 

(ii)  TTE will enter his private cash in HHT itself.   

(iii) TTE will declare private cash in EFT Book. 

(iv)  only i & iii are correct 

 

(7) For TTEs using HHT, the following is not correct, presently, 

 

(i) Will have no need to prepare EDR 

(ii) Can communicate to captain in regard to non arability of water.  

(iii)  Can communicate to captain non-supply of bed rolls.  

(iv) Can collect excess fare through the HHT using passengers debit card. 

 

(8) Person found on the railway platform without any authority Journey Ticket/ Platform 

Ticket/ Pass, is a Trespasser  and 

 

(I) Offence committed by him attracts penalty under section147 

(II) Offence committed by him 137 

(III) Offence committed by him attracts penalty under 138 

(IV) None of the above    

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PASSENGER AMIENITY 

 

(1) As per latest policy the following will not be included  as minimum 

essential amenities at Various categories of Non suburban stations (NSG-1 

to NSG-6) 

 

(I) Booking window 

(II) Foot over bridge and high level platform 



(III) Platform shelter  

(IV) Toilets 

 

(2) The following has not been included in the MEA at all categories of halt 

station ( viz., HG1, HG2, HG3) 

 

(I) F.O.B.  (II)  Time Table Display (III) High Level platform (IV) Dustbin 

 

(3) At NSG1, NSG2 & NSG3 Category stations new FOBs Should be at Least 

 

(I) 20 feet wide (II) 15 feet wide (III) 25 feet wide (IV) 10 feet wide 

 

(4) NTES is a desirable amenity at the following categories of Non suburban 

station 

 

(I) NSG-1, NSG2 

(II) NSG-1, NSG-2, NSG-3,  

(III) NSG-1, NSG-2, NSG-3, NSG-4, NSG-5, 

(IV) NSG-1, all six categories to NSG-6  

 

(5) Wi-Fi has been kept  as  one of the   desirable amenities at following 

categories of Non-Suburban station 

 

(I) NSG-1, NSG-2, NSG-3,  

(II) NSG-1, to NSG-5  

(III) NSG-1, NSG-2,  

(IV) NSG-1, to NSG-6  

 

(6) To decide recommended scale for provision of passenger amenities at a 

Non suburban station we use Nmax  (maximum No. of passengers) which 

represents 

 

(I) Maximum number of train dealt with in any interval of half an hour  

(II) Average number of passenger dealt per train at that station 



(III) Multiplication of  (I) & (II) 

(IV) Total No. of passenger tickets sold from a station including JTBS 

 

(7) The average number of passengers per train at a station shall be 

 

(I) The average number of daily passengers divided by the number of 

train stopping at the station during 24 hours 

(II) Normally calculated as half of Nmax (maximum No. of passengers) 

(III) The maximum number of passengers dealt per train divided by two 

(IV) Same as design figure for number of passengers at a station (Ndb) 

 

(8) Addition /modification to the Passenger amenities available at the stations 

shall be incorporated in the data base & passenger amenities 

management system on web based 

 

(I) IRPSM Module 

(II) IREPS Module 

(III) COMS Module 

(IV) I PASS Module 

 

(9) In regard to Amenities for persons with disability (PWD), of the following 

items are to be provided as short term facilities amenities 

 

(I) Standard ramp 

(II) At least one toilet on the ground floor 

(III) May I Help You Booth 

(IV) All of the above 

 

 

(10) Amenities for person with disability are to be provided at 

 

(I) NSG-1 & NSG-2 category station 

(II) NSG-1 to NSG-4 category station 

(III) All station 



(IV) NSG-1 to NSG-3 category station  

 

(11) The following is a desirable amenity at all the types of halt stations 

viz, HG1, HG2, HG3 

 

(I) Standardized signage 

(II) Pay & Use Toilets on end PF & circulating area 

(III) Modular catering stall 

(IV) 2nd class waiting room 

 

(12) If quantum of amenities as worked out on the basis of norms for 

recommended amenities is less than quantum prescribed for Minimum 

Essential Amenities the actual quantum of MEA to be provided can be 

modified with the approval of 

 

(I) GM (II) DRM (III) PCCM (IV) Railway Board 

 

(13) The availability of amenities as per norms of “MEA” at station may 

not be commensurate with the actual passenger traffic handled at the 

station. Hence the requirement of actual amenities should be worked out 

and any augmentation based on this will be 

  

(I) Desirable amenity 

(II) Recommended amenity 

(III) Basic amenity 

(IV) None of the above (I), (II), (II)  

 

 

 

(14) Amenities which improve customer satisfaction and interface 

process at the station are known as 

 

(I) Minimum essential amenities 



(II) Recommended amenities 

(III) Desirable amenities 

(IV) None of the above 

 

(15) At Non-suburban station the power of provision of  only Urinals 

instead of full toilets at the Platform of (NSG-1 to NSG-4 category) of 

station is delegated to 

 

(I) DRM (II) GM (III) Sr. DCM (IV)  Sr. DEN (Coordination)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CITY BOOKING OFFICE & OUT AGENCY 

 

(1) In East Central Railway there is  out agency working, nowadays, at 

 

(I)  DHN Division   (II) SPJ Division 

(III)      DNR Division   (IV)None of the above 

 

(2)  East Central Railway there is city booking working, nowadays, at 

 

(I)  DHN Division      (II) SPJ Division   

 (III) DNR Division      (IV) None of the above 
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